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Abstract  
We examine Loss aversion bias in working capital management and performance of Small and 
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Accra, Ghana. Our study adopts a qualitative case study approach 
and in-depth interviews to obtain data from thirty-five (35) Owner-managers. This research shows 
that SME managers(owners) are loss aversion as they evaluate financial outcomes by thinking about 
loss and profits and use profits in most financial decision thereby prone to fear of loss. Moreover, 
SMEs managers (owners) subjected to enormous fear tend to be highly loss averse over loss 
(uncertain gain) and risk averse. While managers(owners) with less fear are low loss averse over 
profits and risking seeking. By implication, low loss averse SME managers(owners) tend to perform 
better than highly loss averse managers who underinvest in working capital in inventory, resulting in 
decreased profit margins. Thus, we conclude SMEs manager’s loss aversion matters in working capital 
management and performance. 
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Introduction 
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are expected to manage working capital to enhance 
performance. Managers are required to follow the standard working capital practices for optimum 
decision. However, they hardly apply theories but rather use subjective methods of working capital 
decision (Filbeck and Lee, 2000; Bandara and Rathnasiri, 2016). This subjective decision can expose 
managers to several biases, including loss aversion (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) which is one of 
less studied managerial biases compared to overconfident bias. Following the theoretical evidence 
of Tversky and Kahneman (1974), much of the literature in loss aversion comes from investors 
(Rephael et al. 2012; Bouteska and Regaieg, 2018 and fund managers (Bodnarruk, 2016) show that 
loss aversion bias highly influence financial decisions. However, there is still limited knowledge about 
loss aversion behaviors of managers(owners) of SMEs, given their managerial role and as key 
financier.  
 
